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I am a trainer for Guitars in the Classroom (GITC) and much of this presentaon is based
on the GITC approach which is a developmental learning sequence, that is responsive to the
stages- physical, cogniv e and social-emoonal- of child development.
We use open tunings, percussion ﬁrst, harmonizing next and melodic playing later.
Science has shown there is a strong link between early musical experiences with the steady
beat, and successful language and reading development. Our approach honors this and we
intenonally skip teaching scales and reading of standard notaon unl upper elementary
grades when students have the ﬁne motor and cogniv e ability to embrace the ideas and skills.
Integrang ukulele into your curriculum equals:
● Ease of playing
● Integrates easily with other classroom instruments and acvies
● Facilitates enthusiasc singing
● Solo, partner and ensemble playing
● Composion
● An integral part of a standards aligned, general music program.
● Gateway to learning other string instruments
● Aﬀordability
● An added bonus - parents and administrators love it!

Open C, Ukulele Tuning “Hawaiian”

Open G Guitar Tuning

Key is C, Root and “Do” are C

Key is G, Root and “Do” are G

This tuning stays in 1 octave.

Guitar 6 to 1 (low to high pitches, chest to lap
locaon)

Uke 4 to 1 (chest to lap loca on):
Sol Do Mi Sol
G C E G

Standard Ukulele Tuning
G,C,E, A

Sol, Do, Sol, Do, Mi, Sol
D

G

D G B

D

Standard Guitar Tuning
E,A,D,G,B,E

About open tuning
This is an easy and accessible way to start playing. Easy and inclusive for all.
● All students must see success quickly. If they don’t:
○ Some will give up
○ Some may cause trouble
○ Some may become disengaged - This hurts the class climate for all. Disengaged
students will put a damper on the other students' enthusiasm. Not just for now but
always.
● Play in a circle. Take me to enjoy the feel of the vibraons when you strum.
● Be hands on, place ﬁngers and ﬁx body and ﬁnger posions. Use sck ers
● You can teach guitar and uke concurrently by capoing guitar at the 5th fret.
Teach in a circle if possible - Have students cover their belly button with the uke, and
hug it with their strumming arm. Strum by pointing to self then floor, self floor…. When
changing chords go around and fix everyone’s fingers. Practice on and off. I strive for
100% success.
Rest Position - Ukes strings down on the child's lap. Part of the job of strummer is to
sit quietly until they are ready to play.
Pair/Share - I teach (and we practice, a lot) the 5 L’s Lean in, Look into your partner's
eyes, Lower your voice, listen, and learn together. Teach the students to fix each
other's hand position and to watch and listen to their partner. Pick one partner to sing
and the other to strum than trade.
Strumming Statons - A strumming staon can be as simple as a child on each side of you
playing with you or a line of 4 chairs for students to sit in and strum. When using the uke as a
strumming staon with game songs like, Lucy Locket, you can rotate new students in and
out effortlessly as the game progresses. Once students are used to working in a
strumming station you can integrate orff instruments, percussion, keyboards or
recorders.
Be yourself and teach with your strengths.
I like games, especially with the little ones, so I teach lots of games where just a couple
students can come sit by me and strum while the others sing and move. We rotate
around and usually everyone gets a turn to strum. If we don’t all get a chance to play,
we always chant this reminder. “If I don’t play today, I will play another day.”
Some songs played with all open strings are: Rain Rain Go Away, John the Rabbit,
Lucy Locket, We are Dancing in the Forest, Peas Porridge Hot, Mousie Mousie, Doggie
Doggie where’s your bone, Charlie Over the Ocean, Are You Sleeping, Pass the Uke.

Thoughts on Teaching Tuning
Grade 3 and up can learn to tune with a clip on tuner. In my own music classes, I do
the tuning most of the time. I have one or two students learn to tune with me at a time.
Standing beside me, so we can do it together. I can get a whole class tuned very
quickly by:
1. I have someone play the notes one at a time on a tuned ukulele.
2. I point to a student to play their notes one at a time back.
3. Class listens shows (thumbs up/down) or says (good or tune it).
4. When all ukes have been played, students who need their ukes tuned, bring up
their ukes and we tune them.
5. This process is very quick and quiet once the students catch on.

Strumming - Strums are patterns. Each pa ern has beats, direcons for acons, ant beat.
DOWN Strum, Steady Beat

↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ (Ta Ta Ta Ta)

Down up strum,
steady beat or divided beat
-)

↓ ↑ ↓ ↑ (Ta Ta Ta Ta)

↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓ (-

-

-

Shuﬄe Strum

↓. ↑ ↓. ↑ (Tim-ri Tim-ri)

Bass Strum

B ↓ B ↓ (Ta Ta Ta Ta)

Bass Down Strum Bluegrass

B ↓ B ↓ B ↓ B ↓ (-

Boom Chick-a Strum

B. ↓↑ B. ↓↑ (Ta - Ta - ) or B. ↓.↑ B. ↓↑ (Ta Tim-ri Ta

Tim-ri)

-

-

-)

Changing chords - Make a C shape with your chording hand. Fingers on the p s. Thumb on the
back of the neck. Push down and play each string, have partners listen for the beauful tone. If
there are dead sounding notes the partner can easily spot the problem and help their friend ﬁx
it.

Strategies for changing chords quickly - Use with chords you are learning
C
C
F
F.

C

C

F

F

C

C

F

C

C

F

F

F

Songwriting - can build literacy skills, music skills and interpersonal skills. It expands
vocabulary and improves self expression. The songs children write, help reinforce their
memory of lesson content. Expansive songwriting encourages them to drill down more
deeply into the subject of the song and write about details. Songs can also retell
stories. Children don't forget the verses they created, and often they will be bringing in
verses they wrote on their own.
Word Substitution Songs are the easiest to do. Rewrite Happy Birthday by
substituting any holiday for “Birthday”
Parody Song Wring - This works well as a Pair/Share or Small Group Acvity .
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Discuss 5 L’s, consensus building, group dynamics.
Choose a familiar song to write new lyrics. Keep it Simple
Brainstorm for topics
Narrow down and choose a topic
List words or statements about the topic. Explore the senses and emoons.
okay to go oﬀ tangenally . Students might end up with a be er song.
6. Work into a song. Double Space your song, Pracce, Rewrite.

It’s

Blues Songs for Middle School - Using open tuning, students can bar across the fretboard with
their index ﬁnger and play open, 5th fret, 3rd fret, open. For a Muddy Waters or George
Thorogood type of blues.

10 Lile Indians
Singing Note - 1st string open
Oﬀ
One lile

two lile

1 ﬁnger On
Four lile
ﬁve lile
Oﬀ
Seven lile,

three lile Indians

six lile indians

eight lile,

nine lile indians

1 ﬁnger on
Ten lile indian braves.

Piggy back song wring acvity: Encourage students to write new lyrics to this song that allows
them to count other kinds of objects, and count by 2’s, 5’s, 10’s

The Planet Song
Mercury, Venus, Earth and Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune then the very furtherst one
around Pluto the dwarf planet.
Could you do instruments or notes with this song?
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